Organization
River Forest Public Library

River Forest Police Department

Community
River Forest

River Forest

Program
Connections

Contract Requested Amount
$8,937.00

Recommendation

Rationale

ISearch

$9,125.00

TOTAL

$18,062.00

This program reaches a lot of students and has an overall positive impact. Going forward, YSC epects this program to include expanded age appropriate
$9,125.00 content, videos available for every grade level, and implementing a standard schedule for presentations with atleast 1 committee member present for
scheduled presentations.
$18,062.00

$20,206.00

$20,206.00

Concordia University

OP&RF

STEM 4NE1

OPRFHS

OP&RF

Operation Snowball/Snowflake

$1,100.00 Operation Snowball/Snowflake has a history of success.

$7,000.00

Program reaches the most students out of any programs, fiscally responsible, not just sports related, but gives students other opportunites plus they are mentored by
$7,000.00
Program Director and Assistant Director. YSC applauds the inclusivity of this program.

OP&RF

Intramurals

Oak Park Jets Foundation

OP&RF

Affinity Groups and Retreat

$20,900.00

$10,000.00

Fellowship Community Services

OP&RF

Friday Night Place

$57,075.00

$42,000.00 youth, but the family as a whole is a truly unique model that not many programs are successful at. YS Director and committee members will schedule a meeting with

80% OP
20% RF

FNP is a regular part of the schedule for many youth in the community and the YSC would like to see that continue.The program's dedication to engaging not just the

40,000
OP
2,000RF

$80,306.00

Oak Park Public Library

Oak Park

Family and Community Discussions

$7,600.00

$7,600.00 The YSC applauds the organization of their facilitator . The program has had a positive impact on the community.

Park District of Oak Park

Oak Park

Scholarship Program

$8,000.00

$8,000.00 far the PDOP is able to stretch the funds in order to serve as much as the community as possible. The committee also sees the need of this program as the COVID-19

Fellowship Community
Services/North Park Univeristy

Oak Park

SMART

$77,100.00

$47,297.00

This program affords kids the opportunity to explore new places and creates diverse learning experiences for students of OP. The committee decided not to give full
amount due to excessive asking amounts each year and the committee would like to see the program become less dependant on them.

Oak Park District 97 Irving

Oak Park

SLAM

$10,410.00

$10,410.00

Student participation in transition programs can be critical for students to succeed in higher grade levels. This year their prgram is for both 4th and 5th
graders.

William Hatch Elementary School,
Oak Park District 97

Oak Park

Hatch Radiant Reading/ Hatch
Mathmagicians

$13,085.00

Abraham Lincoln Elementary

Oak Park

The scholarship program at the PDOP offers youth an opportunity to participate in activities they otherwise would not have access to. The committee appreciates how
crisis continues, more families/youth may need scholarship money to participate in extra curriculars.

Black Girls Matter

Hatch has a focus on academic literacy using an interventionist/venturing program model. This formula built into their model can help improve student’s schoolwork

$6,750.00 ethic. The committee decided to fund the amount it would cost to purchase the specific kits needed for the interventions. They decided not to fund the full amount due
to the amount of staff pay that was needed, since the program has staff for kindergarten-fifth grade.

$5,350.00

$5,350.00

TOTAL

$121,545.00

$85,407.00

GRAND TOTAL

$245,888.00

$183,775.00

80% OP
20% RF
80% OP
20% RF

This ia a new program to the committee that lacks success history. The YSC decided to award them half of their request as a trial run allowing any future applications
from this program to have more data that shows that they can be successful along with a more detailed plan/curriculum.

program to disucss other funding options and sustainability of program. They want to see less of a reliance on the YSC funding.

$106,281.00

$29,914.76

The STEM program has a history of success. Feedback in the past from both youth and parents has been overwhelmingly positive. YS will set up a meeting with program 50% OP
to discuss ways to look for other funding sources
50% RF

$1,100.00

OPRFHS

TOTAL

RF Total

This program is a much needed middle school program that provides a safe space to youth after school. The YSC would like to see a revamping of the results
$8,937.00
evaluation procedure.

This is a new program to the committee that lacks success history but is asking for a very low startup amount. The YSC believes it is vital to continue educating the
community about the subject composition of black girls and this program will also give more black girls experiences to encourage them to pursue excellence.

OP Total
$148,981.00

